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citizen could enrol himself. On being enrolled he was
furnished with a rifle and trusted with the custody of it.
This force was assembled in large bodies for collective
training, like a militia. There being in Ulster a large
percentage of ex-service men from the European war,
and of ex-officers, many of whom had held important
commands, and no prejudice existing against the
employment of highly trained staff soldiers, Ulster
acquired, and at present possesses, what is virtually
an army much more formidable than that of the Free
State. This army is under the control of the Belfast
Government, it being nominally a police force. Thus
the disturbances in the rest of Ireland, and especially
the action of the Republican forces, made of Protestant
Ulster a military power, despite the statutory limitation.
Again, the treaty-making power does undoubtedly
reside with the Imperial Government. But the
Imperial Government having made a treaty with the
Free State which affects Ulster, the Belfast Parliament
are refusing to be bound by it so far as it affects them.
They base their refusal on their solidarity with
British tradition, and are ready to appeal to the
British public to support them in the view that
citizens of that tradition shall not be forced under a
rule which deliberately estranges them from it,
These arguments were used unsuccessfully to prevent
the grant of self-government to Ireland at large ; but
they become more formidable when they are put
forward by a Parliament to a Parliament—and by a
Parliament which was by statute entrusted with the
charge of a defined area. They are now backed by
a contention which can justly be put forward on behalf
of Ulster, that unless Imperial troops were used to
enforce a surrender, the Ulster people could hold the
boundary assigned to them. And if this argument
prevail, it will be plain that Ulster has established at
least a general right both to the .military and to the
treaty-making power, in what concerns Ulster.
On the other hand, such a course of events makes a^

